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Cornell University
This article summarizes recent investigations into the psychological representation of pitch relations in tonal music. Evidence is found for the
internalization of tonal structure at three levels of organization: musical
tones, chords, and keys. Each level contains a well-articulated pattern of
interelement associations, and strong interlevel dependencies are identified. A quantitative account of the hierarchyof stability that applies to the
set of musical tones and chords is provided. Structure at these levels is
found to depend on the context in which the musical elements are embedded. Thus, tones and chords are interpreted in terms of their functions in
a system of musical keys, whose interrelationsare representedby a regular
spatial configuration derived from empirical data. The influence of this
system of knowledge on the encoding, interpretation, and remembering
of music is described. These results suggest that the listener relates the
sounded elements to an abstract internal representation of the structural
regularitiesunderlying tonal music.

perception is an exciting and potentially fruitful area for interdisciplinary study. From the point of view of the psychologist, the
listener's response to music is interesting because it requires the processing
of highly structured information over time. The psychologist is concerned
with describing sensory, perceptual, and memorial capabilities. Because
music itself and our responses to it are complex, empirical investigations in
this area may uncover principles of mental processing and organization that
can be compared to those engaged in other perceptual domains and in
language. From the point of view of musicians, music theorists, and composers, detailed descriptions of the listener's response to music may aid in
understanding the psychological basis for musical structure by specifying
the features or properties to which the listener is sensitive. Applications of
Carol L. Krumhansl is assistant professor of psychology at Cornell University, Ithaca,
New York. She has previously served on the faculties of Rockefeller and HarvardUniversities
and will be a Fellow at the Center for Advanced Study in the BehavioralSciences at Stanford,
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experimental methods and analytic techniques provide a precise, quantitative account of the way in which musical elements are perceived, interpreted,
and remembered by the listener. In addition to explicating the listener's
response to compositional conventions found in existing music, work in this
area may suggest novel musical forms and methods for exploring their
psychological effects on the listener. This article summarizes recent investigations into the perception of pitch structurein tonal music.
The Cognitive Approach
In the last thirty years, there has been a markedshift in psychology toward
considering higher level, more cognitive aspects of human behavior. At least
two important developments can be identified as contributing to this shift.
First, Chomsky's (1965, 1975) linguistic theory suggests that language behavior can only be accounted for if it is assumed that we possess extremely
complex and abstract mental representations of the structure of language.
The acquisition of this knowledge, he argues, could not conceivably be
accomplished through simple laws of associative learning. The second important development was that of computers. Certainly computers have had
an inestimable impact on the methods used in psychology. Computers enable the production of precisely controlled stimulus materials and greatly
facilitate the acquisition and analysis of data. Perhaps more importantly,
however, computers provided a model and terminology for characterizing
complex mental behaviors. Psychological mechanisms, like computers, may
be described in terms of the input, storage, transformation, and output of
information. The computer analogy has been extremely influential in the
psychologist's thinking and modeling of human cognition.
These developments have led to a concern for specifying in detail the
psychological processes and mental structuresrequiredby cognitive behaviors. A number of interrelated questions have been the focus of empirical
investigations: How much information can be simultaneously encoded?
What is the nature of early, sensory representationsof information? How is
the information recoded or organized into a form that is most efficient for
later, more cognitive operations? What kinds of information are retained in
memory and what is the capacity and duration of memory for various kinds
of information? How is memory organized, and how does incoming perceptual information make contact with memory structures so that it may be
recognized as familiar?And finally,how is information retrievedfrom memory, and how are the external responses organized and produced? Empirical
investigations have yielded a great deal of information about these questions. Particularlyfruitful have been the areas of visual perception, reading,
speech perception, semantic memory, and psycholinguistics. Each of these
domains of investigation has pointed to the necessity of assuming that the
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observedbehaviorsentailcomplexmentalstructuresandprocessessuchas
the transformation,comparison,and the applicationof decisionrules to
internalcodes.
Thesegeneralquestionsabout cognitivefunctionsapplyequallywell to
musicperception,althoughcurrentlyless is knownaboutthis domain.The
cognitiveapproachsuggeststhat music perceptiongoes well beyond the
simpleregistrationby the sensorysystemof the externalstimulusinformation. Thatis, althoughthe sensoryencodingof the frequencies,amplitudes,
and durationsof the tones is a necessarystage,the informationis presumablyrecoded,organized,andstoredin memoryin a formthatmaybe quite
unlikeearlysensorycodes.Theseprocessesmaymakereferenceto memory
representationsof previouslyheardmusicalmaterials.Forexample,a melodic phrase may be perceivedas similarto a previouslyheard passage,
althoughit has undergoneconsiderablesurfacealterations.In addition,the
musicalmaterialmay be interpreted,organized,and rememberedthrough
referenceto a moreabstractsystemof knowledgeaboutmusicalstructure.
This moreabstractkindof knowledgereflectsor representsthe underlying regularitiesfoundin the musicwithinone'sexperience.It maycontain,
forexample,conventionalrhythmicandmetricalpatterns,significantintervals,scalestructure,chordfunctions,andtherelationshipsbetweenmusical
keys. During music listening,these mentalstructuresmay be referenced,
facilitatingthe apprehensionof more global aspectsof musicalstructure,
emphasizingparticularelementsandrelationsbetweenelements,andgiving
rise to expectationsabout what is to follow. Additionally,the memory
representationof a passagemayitselfbe in an interpretedform,one thatis
the product of recodingthe incomingsensoryinformationthroughthis
investigationsinto thenatureof theinternal
knowledgesystem.Preliminary
of
tonal
structure,andits involvementin theprocessof music
representation
perception,are summarizedhere. The focus will be on recent empirical
studiesI and my collaboratorshavedone overthe last few years,although
other closelyrelatedwork in certainof the areasconsideredwill be noted
also.
Two Other Influences on Music Perception Research

Beforeturningto a descriptionof theseempiricalstudies,it maybe useful
to note two different,althoughnot necessarilyincompatible,approaches
that have been taken in music perceptionresearch.Althoughmusic has
neverbeena centraltopicin psychology,it hashad a relativelylong history.
Helmholtz's(1863/1954) extensivetreatiseon the acousticsand psychophysicsof musiccontinuesto havea substantialinfluence.Thisinvestigation
was directedat describingin detailthe physicaland sensorybasisof music
perceptionand auditoryperceptionmore generally.Accordingto Helm-
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holtz, that certain pitch relationships are musically significant can be accounted for by the physical properties of the tones themselves. He suggested
that the response to particular intervals as consonant and the choice of
scales and tuning systems might be based on factors such as the ratios of the
fundamental frequencies and the overlap of the harmonic series of naturally
produced tones.
Moreover, Helmholtz established both in auditory and visual perception
the reductionistic approach whereby complex perceptual events are to be
studied by breaking them down into their most elementary units and investigating the sensitivity of the sensory systems to these units. Presumably,
then, the perception of more complex events can be accounted for by the
known responses to the more elementary units contained within them. For
the most part, this assumption seems to be shared by both psychologists
interested in music perception and musicians concerned with perceptual
processes. Berry(1976) states:
the thoroughstudy of subjectresponseto the single musicalevent in
isolation (in the widest range of combinationsof parameters)must
of the musicalexperience;
ultimatelyplayits partin the understanding
for, if the syntacticoperationsand relationsof confluentevents are
expressiveof meaningat the most sophisticatedlevelsof apprehension
and combination,the nakedqualitieswhich inherein the singleevent
(unconfusedby contextualdisorder)presumablyhaveevocativepowers
in themselvesin some"pure"and"primitive"sense,(p.25)
Quite possibly, however, reducing musical events to elementary components (single tones or isolated intervals) loses significant features in the
process. That is, although psychophysical experiments may be useful for
determining the limits of auditory sensitivity, the reduced stimuli employed
may be insufficient to engage other perceptual or cognitive processes normally operating during listening to actual music. This may happen because
the parametric variations of psychophysical research lead to designs in
which the pitch material is not typically embedded in realistic musical
contexts. In context, more cognitive processes may interpret the individual
tones within the broader framework, substantially alteringtheir perception,
diminishing the influence of physical and psychoacoustic properties, and
emphasizing certain relationships that are more characteristic of musical
structure. It is important, then, to attempt to strike a balance between the
concern for realistic, representative musical events and the constraints imposed by methodological considerations.
The second early influence that can be identified in the area of music
perception is that of the Gestalt psychologists (Wertheimer, 1923/1955;
Koffka, 1935). These psychologists rejected the reductionistic approach,
arguing that the way in which elementary units are perceived can only be
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understood by specifying their relationships to other elementaryunits. That
is, configurai properties are primary in their account of perception. Because
relative, not absolute, properties of tones seem important in music, as for
example in the psychological equivalence of melodies under transposition
(Ehrenfels, 1890; Koffka, 1935), music was a favorite example of the Gestalt psychologists. They provided numerous laws of perceptual organization that specify why it is that certain configurations rather than others are
perceived. Although music may have partially motivated the general orientation of the Gestalt psychologists, most of these laws of perceptual organization were worked out for visual patterns.
However, a number of these laws, such as proximity and good continuation have been influential in theorizing about the perception of melodic
sequences. For example, the phenomena of auditory streaming, in which
tones in different pitch ranges are perceived as separate, and conversely the
perceptual similarity of pitches close in frequency, have often been associated with the Gestalt law of proximity (e.g., Bregman, 1978; Bregman &
Rudnicky, 1975). The observation that melodic sequences with simple contours (pattern of increasing and decreasing pitch) are encoded more accurately (Divenyi & Hirsh, 1974), may be accounted for by the principle of
good continuation. Deutsch and Feroe (1981) recently proposed a hierarchical model of tonal pitch structurein which the elements at each level are
organized according to these two principles of perceptual organization.
Although it is appealing to consider the possibility that general principles
apply across domains, it is quite certainly the case that there are additional
and important principles that are unique to each domain. Because the
Gestalt laws were primarily developed to account for the perception of
visual patterns, they would seem unlikely to be sufficientto capture much of
the structuralrichness that is found in music; uniquely musical relationships
must be considered as well.
Influence from Music Theory
The theory of tonal music provides an account of the compositional
conventions found in traditional 18th and 19th centuryWesternmusic. This
work identifies and isolates certain fundamental principles of musical organization underlying the diverse collection of compositions within this tradition. This literature is an invaluable resource for the psychologist interested
in music perception for a number of reasons. First, this work may serve as a
guide for selecting pitch materials to be employed in empirical investigations. If the musical stimuli studied are to some degree representative of
actual music, then the findings will generalize to a reasonably wide range of
musical experiences.
Second, through extensive experience with tonal music and careful analy-
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sis of its organization these music theorists have evolved a terminology for
characterizingpitch structure. This serves the obvious function of facilitating communication among those concerned with the various compositional
and psychological aspects of music. More importantly, the language of
music theory is conceptually important for the development of psychological accounts of perceptual-cognitive processes and structures. It provides
an alternative descriptive framework to that employed by psychophysicists
(who for the most part are concerned with local physical-sensory relationships) and that of the Gestalt psychologists (whose principles were developed primarily for visual perception). Useful analogies can be made to
linguistic theory, and many parallels can be found between music perception
and other subareasof psychology such as speech perception, learning, memory and semantic knowledge. But, none of the descriptive frameworks developed for these domains would be expected to characterizemusical structure as aptly as the terminology derived by music theorists specifically for
musical structure.
Finally, although many music-theoretic accounts of traditional Western
music (such as Piston, 1962) are primarily expositions of compositional
conventions, proposals of a psychological nature are found in the writings
of other music theorists. For example, Schenker (1906/1954, 1935/1979),
Schoenberg (1969, 1911/1978), Berry (1976), and Meyer (1956) make
certain suggestions about the nature of the psychological processes involved
in music perception. These intuitions may or may not be borne out empirically, but as a minimum they may serve to motivate the selection of certain
problems for investigation and facilitate the interpretation of the results
obtained.
In the laboratory studies that will be summarizedhere we have attempted
to select pitch materialsthat reflectcertain fundamentalprinciples described
by music theorists for tonal music. In particular, we investigate very basic
structural units associated with traditional Western music. Undoubtedly,
some musicians and music theorists will be uncomfortable with the elementary level that we have chosen as our focus, and may take issue in some cases
with our use of music-theoretic terminology or the generalizations we make
from our observations. However, we have selected these materials and this
level of analysis in order to start developing an empirical account of the
perception of tonal music beginning with some of its most basic and obvious
features.
Methodological Considerations
Our investigations are also governed by a concern for obtaining data in a
form well-suited for quantitative analysis. That is, the experiments are
designed so that the observations made may be subjectedto various methods
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employed by psychologists to discover structure in complex data sets. In
addition to the conventional statistical methods, which allow us to determine whether certain observed effects are statistically reliable (not due to
chance), we depend heavily on two methods called nonmetric multidimensional scaling (Kruskal, 1964; Shepard, 1962) and hierarchical clustering
(Johnson, 1967). These methods have been used in a wide variety of domains to discover underlying patterns in psychological data, enabling us to
isolate and highlight structural features that would otherwise be difficult to
characterize.
One of the dominant organizational principles in perceptual and cognitive domains is psychological similarity or proximity. Certain elements
within the domain are similar, others dissimilar. Different empirical measures of similarity are employed, for example, direct similarity ratings, the
time it takes to discriminate between two items, or the probability that one
item is confused with another item. For the most part, these different measures have been found to be correlated. In the case that the psychological
proximity of every possible pair of elements within the domain has been
measured, the data set may be analyzed using the computer-based multidimensional scaling and hierarchicalclustering methods.
Multidimensional scaling reduces the complex set of data (the psychological proximity of each possible pair) into a spatially-organizedconfiguration
of points. The rule that relates the original data to the scaling solution is that
the more similar two items are, the closer the corresponding points in the
spatial configuration. Similar elements will be represented by points that
are located near one another in the solution; dissimilar elements will correspond to points that are distant. If the original data are such that a satisfactory fit to the data is achieved in a small number of dimensions, say two or
three, then this constitutes a substantial reduction in the data. The resulting
solution has extracted the underlying structure from the original data set,
pointing to certain features or dimensions that are salient determinants of
psychological proximity. Moreover, the solution summarizes the data in a
form that by its geometric nature is visually accessible.
Hierarchical clustering is a method that applies to data of the same type,
but making somewhat differentassumptions about its underlyingform, and
producing a tree structure rather than a configuration of points in a dimensionally organized metric space. The clustering algorithm first joins into a
single cluster the two objects that received the highest measure of similarity.
Elements are then grouped together in decreasing order of the similarity
measure, joining other elements together to form new clusters or adding
new items to preexisting clusters. This process is continued until all items
have been joined together. The resulting tree structurerepresentssimilarity
by the height of the tree at which two items are joined. This method is often
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a usefulcomplementto multidimensionalscaling,representingthe psychologicalstructureof the domainin a differentformat.
Wehaveusedthesemethodsto investigatethe psychologicalstructureof
suchdomainsas the set of musicaltones in an octaverange,the chordsof
closely and distantlyrelatedkeys, and the twenty-fourmajorand minor
of how relatedeachindividkeys.Theseapplicationsyielda representation
ual elementis perceivedas beingto everyotherelementwithinthe set. For
singletones and chords,the originaldata analyzedby the methodsis typicallya matrixof directrelatednessjudgments.Listenersare askedto judge
how well one elementin the set followsanotherin a musicalsense.In many
cases,the experimentalcontextdefinesa particularkey,andthe judgments
areto be madewith respectto the keyestablishedwithinthe context.Inthis
way, we can investigatehow the perceivedrelationsbetweenthe elements
dependon or aremodifiedby the contextkey.In the caseof musicalkeys,a
less directmeasureof psychologicalsimilarityis employed,as will be describedlater.
The relatednessjudgmenttask may be criticizedbecauseof its rather
vague and open-endednature- on what exactly are the listenersto base
theirresponses?That reasonableconsistencyis found acrossdifferentlistenersand acrossrepeatedobservationsfor the same listenerlends some
supportto the method.Moreover,becausewe do not imposeor implyany
particularcriterion,the patternof responsescan be used to determinethe
featuresor propertiesthat arein factpsychologicallysalient.However,it is
importantto have convergentevidencefor the conclusionsfrom different
experimentalmethods.In many cases, we have found that the resultsof
experimentsusingaccuracyof memoryjudgmentsas the observedmeasure
parallelthoseobtainedfromthe relatednessjudgmenttask.
One finalpreliminaryissueto be mentionedbrieflybeforeturningto the
experimentsthemselvesis the selection of listenersto participatein the
experiments.In most studiesto be describedherethe listenershavea moderatelevelof musicalexperiencebut little or no formaltrainingin musical
theory.Typicalparticipantshave, for example,studiedan instrumentor
instrumentsfor fiveto fifteenyears,haveparticipatedin performinggroups
for a numberof years,and spendquitea bit of timelisteningto music.The
choice of this subjectpopulationwas based on a desire to obtain fairly
precise and reliabledata about implicit knowledgeof musical structure
gainedthroughexperiencewith music,ratherthanthroughexplicitinstruction in musictheory.Inthosecaseswherewe havemadeovertcomparisons
between listenerswith and without music theory trainingat the college
level, we have not found consistentor reliable differencesbetween the
groups.However,certaineffectsof the age and the musicalexperienceof
thelistenershavebeenfoundandwill be summarized.
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Overview of Empirical Investigations
The empirical investigations to be described have been directed at characterizingthe way in which musical elements are encoded and remembered.
When listening to music we do not hear the sounded elements (the tones and
chords) as randomly ordered and isolated units. Instead, the elements are
perceived in relation to one another, and a sense of the overall organization
of the composition is achieved. Presumably,this depends on the fact that the
elements and their ordering conform to patterns characteristicof the musical tradition within the listener's experience. We have chosen to investigate
the cognitive structure that listeners have developed through experience
with Western tonal music. This choice was motivated by the availability of
listeners familiar with tonal music and the large body of music theory
dealing with its structure. In addition, certain principles of tonal organization parallel those found in other perceptual and cognitive domains in ways
that will be indicated later. These studies do not address the question of
whether any aspect of the obtained results would generalize to music of
other cultures or to more recently developed musical styles. However, the
methodology employed in these studies might well be extended in particular
cases, and certain quite general perceptual and cognitive principles may be
found to emerge.
The paper is divided into three main subsections, each of which addresses
a different level of musical organization. The first summarizessome empirical results on the way in which individual tones are perceived in a tonal
context and a brief overview of related work on the perception of melodies.
The second section presents some results on the harmonic functions of
chords within tonal systems. The final section provides an empiricalaccount
of structure at the level of keys or abstract tonal centers. At each level,
evidence is obtained for a well-articulated internal representationof musical
structure that is reflective of tonal organization. In addition, certain structural principles appear to be common to different levels, and features that
tie together the three levels are identified.
Psychological Representation of Single Tones in a Tonal Context
This section summarizes empirical results on how single pitches are perceived when they are embedded in a tonal context. Emphasis will be given
to features that specifically reflect tonal structure, rather than to factors
such as pitch proximity and contour that have been shown to be psychologically salient independent of tonal structure (see Deutsch, 1978, 1982a, for
a summary of this literature). The studies to be described here represent an
initial attempt to specify how pitch relationships are encoded and remem-
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beredwhen a specifickey is indicatedby the context. The context key is
typicallyestablishedby soundinga strongkey-definingunit (suchas a scale,
tonic chord,or chordcadence)or by embeddingthe musicalmaterialin a
tonalmelodicsequence.
To anticipatethe results,thesestudiesshow thatthe perceptionof single
pitchesand relationsbetweenpitchesare significantlyalteredby the tonal
context. These alterationssystematicallyreflectthe music-theoretichierarchyof tonal stability,whichis centralto the definitionof tonal structure.
In a tonal system, one single pitch, called the tonic, is given particular
emphasisandis the pitcharoundwhichthe compositionis organized.That
singletone appearsrelativelyfrequently,is rhythmicallystressed,andtends
to appearat the terminationof majorphrases.Everyotherpitchhas a welldefinedrelationshipto thetonicwithcertainpitchesmorecloselyassociated
to thetonicthanothers.Musicalpitchesaredescribedas varyingin termsof
theirstabilitywithinthe tonalhierarchy,with tonesmorecloselytiedto the
tonic playingmore stable and centralroles than those less relatedto the
tonic.
Thereis a directparallelbetweenthis aspect of musicalstructureand
other cognitiveand perceptualdomains.In this connection,the work of
Rosch (1975; Rosch & Mervis, 1975) has been particularlyinfluentialin
recentyears.Shenotedthat manyperceptualandcognitivecategoriescontaincertainmembersthat serveas referencepointsto whichothercategory
membersareseenin relation.Theseelementsarein somesensecentral,most
or prototypicalof the categoryas a whole.Theeffectsof this
representative,
within-categorystructurehavebeendemonstratedin varioustasks,includinglearning,memory,classificationandnamingor identification.Thestructural basis of this aspect of categorystructurein terms of overlapping
featuresproposedby Rosch and Mervis (1975; see also, Tversky,1977)
does not apply to the musical case, because single pitches do not lend
themselvesto featuredecomposition.However,the generalaccountof certainelementsfunctioningwithincategoriesas referencepointswould seem
to extend to the categoryof musical pitches. Thus, tonal organization
whichresidesin the functioningof the set of musicalpitchesarounda single
pitch, the tonic, may reflecta generalprincipleof perceptual-cognitive
organization.
Effectsof the hierarchyof tonal stabilityhave been demonstratedin a
varietyof measures.KrumhanslandShepard(1979) obtaineda quantitative
descriptionof the degreesof varyingstability.Listenerswere askedto rate
how well each chromatictone within an octave rangecompleteda seven
tone ascendingor descendingmajorscale. The ratingsgiven by listeners
with a moderateto highlevelof musicalexperiencecontainedconsiderable
structurethat accordedwith the qualitativeaccountof tonal stabilitygiven
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by musictheorists.Theseratingsreflectedthe specialroleof the tonic tone,
the distinctionbetweenscale and nonscaletones, and the equivalenceof
tonesseparatedby octaves.
Krumhansland Kessler(1982) replicatedand extendedthese findings.
The morerecentstudyemployeda varietyof contextelements(chordsand
chordcadencesas well as scales)that definedeithera majoror minorkey.
However,the basic method employedwas identicalto that of the earlier
study:the key-definingelementwas followedon successivetrialsby each
tone of the chromaticscalein randomorderandthe listenerswererequired
to ratehow well the finaltone fit, in a musicalsense,with the key-defining
elementjustheard.Figure1 reproducesthe resultsof the morerecentstudy.
The values shown are averagedover the differentelementtypes, and are
plottedas if the establishedkey wereeitherC majoror C minor.(Actually,
many differentmajorand minorkeys were employedand the transposed
ratingprofileswere stronglycorrelated.Therefore,the averagetransposed
profilesareshownhere.)
In the listeners'responses,the tonic itself was rated as most strongly
associatedwith the key-definingelement,followed by the third and fifth
scaledegreeswhichtogetherwith the tonictone formthe tonictriadchord.
Next highest ratingswere given to the remainingscale degrees,and the
lowest ratingswere given to the nondiatonictones. Certaindifferences
appearbetweenthe majorandminorkeyprofiles,mostnotablythe relative
orderingof the thirdandfifthscaledegrees.In additionto providingempirical supportfor the music-theoreticaccountof tonal stability,Krumhansl
and Kessler(1982) demonstratedthat the relationshipsbeweenkeys (key
distances)may be derivedfromthe quantitativeprofiles.This analysiswill
be discussedin the finalsectionof thispaper.
In anotherstudy,Krumhansl(1979) investigatedthe psychologicalresponseto pairsof successivelysoundedtones,thatis, melodicintervals.The
context key (which was always C major in this case) was suggestedby
soundingeitherthe tonic triadchordor an ascendingor descendingmajor
scale at the startof each trial.This was followedby a pair of tones drawn
from the chromaticscale in an octaverange.All possibleorderedpairsof
toneswerepresented,and listenersratedhow well the secondtone of each
pairfollowedthe firstin the contextprovided.Thereweretwo mainobjectives of this study.First,the experimentwas designedto investigatehow
singletones areheardin relationto one anotherin a tonalcontext.In other
words,what is the averagestrengthof associationbetweenany two tones?
Second, the instructionsfocused on the order in which the tones were
soundedto measurethe temporallydependentexpectanciesgeneratedby
the firsttone of the pair.Both the averagemeasuresof relatednessand the
resultsfordifferenttemporalordersreflectedthehierarchyof tonalstability.
Figure2 shows the resultsof the multidimensionalscalingmethodap-
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Fig. 1. The major and minor key profiles obtained by Krumhansl and Kessler. The profile
for the major key (upper graph) is the average rating given each of the 12 tones of the
chromatic scale following a tonic triad chord or a cadence (IV-V-I, II-V-I, or VI-V-I) in a
major key. The minor key profile (lower graph) is averaged over the minor tonic triad chord
and the three cadences in minor. The profiles are shown with respect to C major and minor,
respectively. (Copyright © 1982 by the American Psychological Association. Reprinted by
permission.)
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Fig. 2. The three-dimensional representation of the interrelations between the 13 tones of
the chromatic scale in an octave range when presented in a C major context, from Krumhansl. All possible pairs of tones were presented following an ascending or descending scale
or a tonic chord, and the relatedness ratings were analyzed using multidimensional scaling.
(Copyright © 1979 by Academic Press, Inc. Reprintedby permission.)

plied to the average ratings given to each possible pair of tones. The positions of points corresponding to each tone in an octave range in the threedimensional solution are shown in a slightly idealized form to facilitate
graphic presentation. Three independent features are reflected in the solution which located the points on the surface of a cone. First, the tones are
ordered around the cone in order of increasing pitch height. Second, the
conical solution brought the two tonics separated by an octave into close
proximity to represent the strong psychological association between tones
separated by octaves. Third, and most relevant to the present discussion, the
height of the tones approximately correlates with their relative stability
within the established key, as measured in the two studies just described
(Krumhansl& Shepard, 1979; Krumhansl& Kessler, 1982). Because of the
conical shape, this has the consequence that the tones most central to the
key (particularlythe members of the tonic triad chord) are located in proximal positions reflecting their strong interassociations. Thus, the scaling
method isolated three principles underlying the perceptual relations between pitches: pitch height, octave equivalence, and the hierarchy of tonal
stability.
The second aspect of the results of interest was the difference in ratings
found for different temporal orders. Every pair of tones was presented in
both possible orders, and in many cases quite large differences were found
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in the listeners' ratings. These differences were a systematic function of the
relative stability of the two tones within the hierarchy. When the second
tone was more central to the key than the first, higher ratings were given
than when the same two tones were presented in the reversetemporal order.
These regular temporal asymmetries may be associated with the tendency
described by music theorists for less stable tones within the system to "resolve" to more stable tones, captured to some extent by summary matrices
of transition probabilities, and possibly also reflected in typical patterns of
rhythmic stress given to tones of differentialstability.
These results taken together demonstrate that individual pitches are perceived by the listeners as they function within the tonal system established
by the experimental context. This implies that the sensory representationof
pitches of different frequencies are recoded into some form that makes
specific reference to tonal organization, requiring that listeners have abstracted certain features of tonal organization from the music within their
experience. Moreover, the perceived relations between tones forming fixed
intervals are not all equivalent, but depend on the functions of the particular
tones in the key and on the order in which they are presented. Thus, accounts
of pitch structure based on such physical properties as the ratios of the
fundamental frequencies or the overlap of the harmonic series are necessarily incomplete. These factors, however, may have played a role in the initial
evolution of the particular system of pitch relations contained within Western tonal music. The issue of how a tonal context affects perceived associations between musical elements is considered again in the next section which
describes various investigations into the perception of the harmonic functions of chords.
Before turning to those studies of chord perception, however, two final
topics related to the perception of single tones are discussed. The first is the
issue of individual differences in pitch perception as a function of the age
and training of the listener. The results described up to this point were from
studies that employed adult listeners with a moderate to high level of musical training. (These listeners had not for the most part received explicit
instruction in music theory.)The question naturally arises as to the extent to
which the pattern of results in the studies just described would generalize to
children or adults with less musical experience. Many studies in the literature (e.g., Bartlett & Dowling, 1980; Cuddy & Cohen, 1976) have found
developmental and training effects on performance in music perception
tasks. It is difficult, however, to isolate the causal factors underlying these
observed main effects.
In an attempt to localize more specifically differencesin pitch perception,
two studies (Krumhansl& Shepard, 1979; Krumhansl & Keil, 1982) have
considered individual differences on the kinds of tasks just described. The
Krumhansl and Shepard (1979) study employed a self-selected group of
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adult listeners to participate in the scale completion task. The patterns of
ratings were found to depend on the listeners' musical backgrounds, with
three different identifiable patterns. The listeners with most musical experience produced a pattern of results very much like those presented in Figure
1. The group of listeners with some, but not extensive, music backgrounds
emphasized octave equivalence and the special role of the tonic in their
responses. Listeners with negligible musical instruction based their ratings
almost exclusively on pitch height, that is, how far the final test tone was
from the scale context. Thus, the factors reflected in the scale completion
judgments were found to depend on the music backgrounds of the listeners.
In a developmental study, Krumhansl and Keil (1982) asked listeners of
elementary school age to judge how well short "melodies" sounded. The
beginning of each sequence consisted of the tones of a major triad chord (in
the order: tonic, third, tonic, fifth); this was followed by various pairs of
tones that either were or were not contained within the scale of the context
key. Despite the fact that the context contained only the components of the
tonic triad chord, sequences ending with two diatonic tones were preferred
overall to sequences ending on two nondiatonic tones. This was true even
for the youngest listeners (grades 1 and 2) indicating that scale structurehad
already been internalizedby this age. With age, the pattern of results showed
increasing differentiation between tonic triad and other diatonic tones.
Related work by Bartlett and Dowling (1980) also suggests the relatively
early internalization of key structure(see Dowling, 1982, for a recent review
of the developmental literature). Together, the two studies just described
found that both development and training affect the way in which pitches
are encoded and related to one another. Different acquisition sequences
appeared in the two cases which, however, may be attributable to the
slightly different methods used in the two studies. Certainly, additional
empirical work is needed before firm conclusions can be made about the
order in which different aspects of tonal organization are acquired.
This section concludes with a brief discussion of pitch memory. Deutsch
(1978, 1982b) has provided comprehensive reviews of this literaturewhich
is relatively extensive. Here, only those results that have specific bearing on
tonal structurewill be summarized. The introduction notes the importance
in psychology of convergent evidence from a variety of tasks. The results of
pitch memory studies support the view suggested by the more direct judgments of musical structurethat pitches are encoded and retained in memory
in a way that is interpreted through a knowledge system of tonal structure.
The typical memory paradigm is one in which the listener first hears a tone
or sequence of tones that is followed at some temporal delay by another
tone or sequence of tones. The listeners are required to judge whether the
second instance is the same or different from the first. The probability of a
correct judgment is the empirical measure of memory accuracy.Variations
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in memory performance as a function of the structure of the to-be-remembered material are used to draw inferences about the nature of the memory
representation.
A number of studies (Dewar, Cuddy, & Mewhort, 1977; Frances, 1972)
have shown that tonal sequences are better rememberedthan sequences not
conforming to tonal structure.In addition, specific effects of the relationship
between a to-be-remembered tone and a context key have been observed.
With tonal sequences, it is difficult for listeners to detect the substitution of
one diatonic tone in a first (to-be-remembered)sequence with another diatonic tone in a second (comparison) sequence shifted to another key (Cuddy,
Cohen, & Miller, 1979). Such changes between two diatonic tones are more
difficult to detect than changes from a diatonic to a nondiatonic tone.
Dowling (1978) has noted similar confusions between diatonic elements in
transposed melodies. These results parallel the increased perceptual associations found between diatonic tones in the scaling study (Krumhansl,1979)
described earlier. Krumhansl (1979) and Dowling and Bartlett (Note 1)
found that in a tonal context, a first-presented nondiatonic tone is more
frequently confused with a later-presented diatonic tone than is a firstpresented diatonic tone confused with a later-presentednondiatonic tone.
This is the same pattern of asymmetries found in relatedness judgments for
pairs of tones embedded in tonal contexts. The memory results suggest that
the memory representation of nondiatonic tones is unstable, tending to
become assimilated over time into more stable elements within the tonal
system.
In sum, these psychological investigations have provided considerable
evidence that listeners interpret and remembertones in terms of their functions within an experimentally instantiated tonal system. This section has
described the variety of methods, employing both direct relatedness judgments and memory confusions, supporting this view. The fundamental
organizational principle underlying tonal music, namely, the hierarchy of
stability that applies to the set of musical pitches, is evident in a variety of
independent measures. Thus, listeners, at least those with a moderate level
of experience with tonal music, have apparently internalized this aspect of
musical structure and use this knowledge to encode and rememberpitches.
As will be seen in the next section, similarprinciples of perceptual-cognitive
organization are found for chords, although the internal representation of
chord functions also contains certain unique features.
Psychological Representation of Chords in a Tonal Context
This section describes empirical investigations into the listener's knowledge of chord functions in traditional Western music. Music theorists concerned with tonal music have provided an account of the abstract structure
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of musicwithin this traditionin termsof two fundamentalconcepts.The
firstis the hierarchicalorganizationof the set of musicalpitches,andexperimentalevidencefor the internalizationof this aspectof musicalstructure
was presentedin the lastsection.Thesecondfundamentalprinciplegoverns
theharmonicfunctioningof simultaneouslysoundedtonesin chords.Probablythe most distinctiveaspectof Westernmusicis its harmonicstructure,
andby farthe majorityof thetheoryof tonalmusichas dealtwith thistopic.
This work describesin detail the constructionof chord sequences,the
functionof chordsin establishinga key,and the factorsrelatingharmonic
and melodic properties.Musical compositionsare analyzedin terms of
chords that function within a predominantkey, with the chords either
soundedexplicitlyor impliedby the successivetones of the melody.These
music-theoreticanalysessuggestthat listenersmay havean internalrepresentationof theseabstractchordfunctionsthat is referencedduringlistening to enablethe listenerto apprehendthe structureof the composition.
The methodologydescribedearlierwas employedin the studiesto be
summarizedhere, and the same generalissues are addressed:how are the
elementsperceivedin relationto one another,and how are theserelations
modifiedby the contextin whichthe elementsareembedded?Whenconsideringchords,however,certainuniqueproblemsemerge.The sameabstract
chordfunctioncan be instantiatedin a numberof differentways.In particular,the elementsof the chordscan be soundedin differentoctaves,with
differenttones appearingas the lowest tone producingdifferentinversions
and alteringthe specificintervalscontainedin the chords.Whetheror not
theseproducedistinctiveeffectsis a matterof somedebate(see,forexample,
Rameau,1722/1971; Schoenberg,1969), butbeforeinvestigatingthismore
specificquestionit seemsdesirableto achievea generaldescriptionof perceived chord functions. A second, relatedproblem is the separationof
harmonicfrom melodic factors. In conventionallyproducedchords, the
topmost tones of a chordprogressiontend to be heardas a melody,thus
confoundingthe two kindsof organization.
Theseconsiderationshaveled us to employchordstimuligeneratedby a
techniqueoriginatedby Shepard(1964). Eachchordcontainsfifteensinusoidalcomponents,correspondingto thethreedifferenttonesof thetriadin
five octaves. (An example,the C majorchord,is shown in Figure3.) The
amplitudeof the variouscomponentsis variedoverthe fiveoctaverange,so
thecomponentsin thecenterof thefrequencyrangeareallof equalapparent
loudness,and the loudnessof the componentsat the high and low ends of
the rangetapersoff to thresholdlevels.This produceschordsthat have an
organ-likequalitywith no well-definedlowest or highestpitch, thus minimizingmelodicfactorsand also effectsproducedby the movementof the
bass tones. In addition,this sidestepsthe problemof selectingparticular
chord inversionsand eliminatesconsiderationshavingto do with voice-
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Fig. 3. The loudness envelope used in constructing the chords as a function of log frequency,
from Krumhansl, Bharucha, and Kessler. Shown are the 15 frequencies comprising the C
major chord. The three triad tones are sounded with varying loudness levels in each of
the five octaves, with the loudness approaching threshold at the low and high ends of the
pitch range. (Copyright © 1982 by the American Psychological Association. Reprinted by
permission.)

leading.It also approximatelyequatesthe overallpitchheightof the different chords.
Three studieshave been conductedon the perceivedrelationshipsbetweenthe triadchordsbuilton the sevenstepsof the diatonicscale.These
chordswill be referredto as the basic set of harmoniesof the key. In one
study(Krumhansl,Bharucha,& Kessler,1982), the chordsemployedwere
thoseof threerelatedkeys:C major,G major,andA minor.Twosubsequent
studies(Bharucha&cKrumhansl,1983; Krumhansl,Bharucha&CCastellano, 1982) used the chordsof two distantlyrelatedkeys: C majorand Fit
major.These studies variedthe tonal context in which the chords were
sounded.Beforeconsideringtheeffectsof varyingthecontext,thestructural
featuresthatremainedinvariantacrosscontextswill be described.
Therearesevenchordsin the basicset of harmoniesof a key,denotedby
the RomannumeralsI-VII to designatethe scalestepon whichthe chordis
built.Figure4 showsthe resultsobtainedin the Krumhansl,Bharucha,and
Kessler(1982) studyfor this set of chords;almostidenticalpatternswere
obtainedin thetwo subsequentstudies.Thefigureon theleftshowsthetwo-
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Fig. 4. The multidimensional scaling solution (left panel) and the hierarchical clustering
solution (right panel) of the relatedness ratings of chords in the basic set of harmonies of a
key (I- VII), from Krumhansl, Bharucha, and Kessler. (Similar results were obtained by
Bharucha & Krumhansl, 1983, and Krumhansl,Bharucha,& Castellano, 1982.) (Copyright
© 1982 by the American Psychological Association. Reprintedby permission.)

dimensional multidimensional scaling solution for the relatedness judgments of all possible pairs of chords in the set I-VII of a key. (These values
were averaged over the three different keys employed in that study.)There is
a central core that contains the chords described by music theorists as the
most structurallysignificant: the I, IV, and V chords. These are surrounded
by the less stable II, III, VI, and VII chords. Thus, within the basic set of
harmonies there is a subset of chords that are perceived as closely interrelated and central to the set of chords of the key. The figureon the right shows
the results of the hierarchical clustering method applied to the same data.
First, the I and V chords, which received the highest relatedness rating, are
joined. Following this, the cluster containing the I and V chords is successively joined by the IV,VI, II, III and VII chords.
These methods, which are based on somewhat different underlying assumptions and which represent the psychological structure of the domain
in different ways, both point to a hierarchywithin the set of harmonies of a
key. The order of the chords in the obtained hierarchy generally accords
with the qualitative account of the relative significance of the chords given
by music theorists. The order found for chords, however, differs from that
obtained for the corresponding root notes. For example, the I, IV, and V
chords grouped first,whereas the first,third, and fifthscale tones were found
to be most strongly interrelated. Thus, chord functions cannot be equated
with the dominance of the root of the chord in the hierarchy of tonal
stability. For both tones and chords, however, evidence is found for a hierarchy of stability, with certain closely associated elements forming a central
core and other elements more distantly related to this core and to each other.
Asymmetries in the relatedness judgments also reflected the hierarchy of
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chordfunctions.Bharuchaand Krumhansl(1983) observeda regularpattern of differencesfor pairsof chords,one of which was containedin the
harmonicallystablecore (definedas the set, I, IV andV), and one of which
was outsidethe core(II,III,VI andVIIchords).Whenthe secondof thetwo
chordswas in thecentralcore,higherratingsweregiventhanwhenthesame
two chordswerepresentedin the oppositeorder.The resultwas replicated
by Krumhansl,Bharucha,and Castellano(1982) and was found in these
two studiesto be largelyinvariantacrossdifferenttonalcontexts.
It shouldbe notedthattheseresultsmaypartiallyreflectthe fact thatthe
harmoniccore for majorkeys containsonly majortriads,and the chords
outsidethe core are minor,diminished,or augmentedchordswhich may
have inherentlyless stableperceptualeffects. (However,a similarpattern
wasobtainedforthechordsof a minorkeywhichdo not havethisproperty.)
Whetheror not chordtypegenerallycontributesto thedominanceof certain
chordsin the hierarchy,thesescalingstudiesdemonstratethat such a hierarchyappliesto chordsaswell as to singletonespresentedin a tonalcontext.
Despite differencesfound betweenthe two hierarchies,the same general
principleof organizationis seento be operatingat thetwo levels.
Influencesof the relationshipsbetween differentkeys have also been
found in these studieson chords.A more detaileddiscussionof interkey
distancewill be deferreduntilthenextsection.Briefly,however,certainkeys
aredescribedby musictheoristsas closelyrelatedandothersas less closely
related,with the strengthof associationapproximatelycorrelatedwith the
ease with which a modulation(change)betweenthe two keys may be effected.Inthe Krumhansl,Bharucha,andKessler(1982) study,we employed
the chordsof threekeys: C major,G major,and A minor.The key of C
majoris closelyrelatedto G major(whichis the key builton the dominant
of C major),and it is also closelyrelatedto A minor (whichis the relative
minorof C major).The keys of G majorand A minorare somewhatmore
distantfrom each other. The selectionof these particularkeys was motivated by a concernfor understandinghow the internalrepresentationof
harmonicfunctionsis compatiblewith the common musicalpracticeof
modulatingbetweencloselyrelatedkeys. At the otherextremeof interkey
distancearethe two maximallydistantmajorkeys, C majorand Fftmajor;
the chordsof thesekeyswereused in the Bharuchaand Krumhansl(1983)
andKrumhansl,Bharucha,andCastellano(1982) studies.
Consideringthe thirteenchordsin the basicset of harmoniesof the three
closelyrelatedkeys first,analysesof the relatednessjudgmentsrevealeda
centralclusterof chordsthat play importantharmonicrolesin eachof the
threekeys.The multidimensionalscalingsolutionfor the thirteenchordsis
shownin Figure5. Groupedin the centerof the configurationarethe I, IV,
andV chordsof C major(C major,F major,and G major),the I, IV,andV
chordsof G major(theG major,C major,and D majorchords),and the I,
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Fig. 5. The multidimensional scaling solution of the chords from three closely related keys
(C major, G major, and A minor), from Krumhansl, Bharucha, and Kessler. All four panels
show the same configuration. Figure a labels the points by the chord name; Figures b, c, and
d label the points by the chord functions in C major, G major, and A minor, respectively.
(Copyright © 1982 by the American Psychological Association. Reprintedby permission.)

IV, and V chords of A minor (the A minor, D minor, and E major chords).
The close interassociations among these harmonically significant chords
would seem to facilitate the assimilation of modulations between these
closely related keys. The hierarchicalclustering solution, shown in Figure 6,
brings out the additional feature that the central core subdivides into two
subsets, one of which contains the chords that function in G major and one
of which contains those chords that function in A minor. Both representations, in addition, show that those chords that are unique members of G
major (not in the basic set of harmonies of C major or A minor) were
perceived as distantly related to those of chords unique to A minor. The
obtained results, thus, indicated an internal representation that simultaneously accommodated the multiple functions of certain chords in closely
related keys and the separation of chords unique to each key.
When the chords were drawn from two maximally distant major keys,
analyses of the relatedness ratings reflected a clear separation of the chords
of these two nonoverlapping keys. The central panel in the upper half of
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Fig. 6. The hierarchical clustering solution of the chords from three closely related keys (C
major, G major, and A minor), from Krumhansl,Bharucha,and Kessler.The functions of the
chords in each key are indicated. (Copyright © 1982 by the American Psychological Association. Reprinted by permission.)

Figure 7 shows the scaling solution for the chords of C and Fit major
obtained in the Bharuchaand Krumhansl(1983) study when pairs of chords
from these two contexts were presented in isolation (no tonal context was
provided). Even in this case, the interrelationsamong the chords were found
to strongly depend on key membership. The other panels show the effects of
providing different tonal contexts. These results will be considered in more
detail later, but it should be noted that for each context condition the
separation of the chords from different keys is maintained. Thus, key membership of chords, the fact that certain chords function within keys, is
strongly evident in the ratings listeners gave about the relationships between
chords.
Convergent evidence for key membership has also been obtained from
memory studies. Bharucha and Krumhansl (1983) found that memory for
random sequences of chords was poorer than for sequences of chords drawn
from a single key and sequentially ordered to conform to conventions of
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Fig. 7. The multidimensional scaling solution of the seven chords from C major and the
seven chords from Fitmajor. The top three panels show the solutions obtained by Bharucha
and Krumhansl (1983) for the chords presented in a C major context (left), no context
(center), and in an Fit major context (right). The bottom three panels show the results
obtained by Krumhansl, Bharucha, and Castellano, for the chords in a G major context
(left), an A major context (center), and a B major context (right). (Copyright © 1982 by the
Psychonomic Society. Reprinted by permission.)

harmonicprogression.When the sequenceswere tonal, specificeffectsof
key membershipwere demonstrated.The substitutionof one chordin the
keyby anotherchordin the keywas difficultforlistenersto detect,reflecting
the close associations between diatonic elements. Changinga diatonic
chordto a nondiatonicchord,however,was veryeasyto notice,andwhena
nondiatonicchordwas changedto a diatonicchordmoreconfusionerrors
resultedthan when a diatonicchordwas changedto a nondiatonicchord.
Again,this resultsuggeststhat the memoryrepresentationof nondiatonic
elementsis unstableand tendsto becomeassimilatedinto the tonal framework.A morerecentstudy(Krumhansl&cCastellano,in press;Krumhansl,
Note 2) furthersupportsthis view. That studyrequiredlistenersto judge
whichparticularchordhad beenchangedbetweenone chordsequenceand
a second chord sequencethat followedimmediately.When a nondiatonic
chordwas containedwithinan otherwisetonal sequence,it was frequently
(incorrectly)judgedas havingbeen changedeven though it was actually
identicalin the two sequences.
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Other evidence for the close tie between chord functions and the relations
between different musical keys was obtained in the two scaling studies of
chords of distantly related keys, C and Fttmajor (Bharucha & Krumhansl,
1983; Krumhansl, Bharucha, & Castellano, 1982). In these studies, the
chords were presented in the absence of any context or in the context of one
of the following keys: C major, G major, A major, B major, or Fttmajor.
These keys are ordered in terms of increasing distance from C major and
decreasing distance from Ftt major. The context key was established by
sounding a IV-V-I cadence in that key immediately preceding the two tobe-judged chords. Two independent effects of the distance between the
context key and the keys in which the test chords function were observed.
First, the perceived associations between chords that both function in a
single key were strengthenedto the extent that the key containing the chords
is close to the context key. This effect is apparent in the scaling solutions
shown in Figure 7, where the chords within a key are drawn together more
or less depending on how close that key is to the key of the context. Second,
when the two chords were drawn from different keys, the direction and
magnitude of the temporal order effect depended systematically on interkey
distance. When the key of the second chord was closer to the context key,
higher ratings were given than when the key of the first chord was closer to
the context key. Thus, the context introduced preferences for particular
temporal orders of the chord pairs in a way that depended on interkey
distance.
Identical context effects were demonstrated in a parallel memory experiment (Krumhansl,Bharucha, & Castellano, 1982); the results are shown in
Figure 8. Chords from C major and Fttmajor were embedded in sequences
in one of the following keys: C major, G major, A major, or B major. The
probability that a chord of one key was confused with a different chord of
the same key increased as the distance between that key and the key of the
sequence decreased. For example, one chord of C major was confused with
another chord of C major more frequentlywhen the key of the sequence was
closer to C major. Also, the probability that a chord of one key was confused
with a chord of a second, different key depended on the distances between
the key of the second chord and the context key. A chord of C major, for
instance, was confused with a chord from Fttmajor more frequently when
the key of the sequence was closer to Fttmajor. These memory results are
identical to the context-dependent effects found in the direct relatedness
judgments in the scaling studies just described. One additional contextdependent finding was obtained in the memory study, however. The probability that a repeated chord is correctly recognized increased to the extent
that the context key is close to the key(s) in which the repeated chord plays a
harmonic function.
These findings indicate that the internal representationof harmonic rela-
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Fig. 8. The probability of a correct memory judgment for chords from C and Fit major
embedded in harmonic sequences in C, G, A, or B major, from Krumhansl, Bharucha, and
Castellano. The top graph shows the probability that a repeated chord is correctly recognized
in each context key. The center graph shows the probability that a change from one chord to
another chord in the same key is detected. The lower graph shows the probability that change
from one chord to another of a different key is detected. (Copyright © 1982 by the Psychonomic Society. Reprinted by permission.)

tionshipsdependsspecificallyon the key of the context. Both within-key
andbetween-keyharmonicrelationsamonga fixedset of chordsareseento
be alteredin systematicwaysas the contextkeyis varied.Thesechangesare
a regularfunctionof interkeydistance,demonstratingquite conclusively
thatthe individualchordsareinterpretedin termsof theirfunctionswithin
a systemof interrelatedmusicalkeys.Effectsof key membershipandinter-
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keydistancewerealso evidentin thepsychologicalmeasuresof associations
betweenchordsfromcloselyanddistantlyrelatedkeys.
Giventhe intimateconnectionfoundbetweenthe harmonicfunctionsof
chordsand key structure(thedistancesbetweendifferentkeys),it mightbe
suggestedthat key distanceis derivablefrom the interlockingpatternof
multiplechordfunctions.Indeed,KrumhanslandKessler(1982) notedthat
closely related keys tend to share a numberof harmonicallysignificant
chords.Empiricallyderivedmeasuresof chord-keyassociations,whichare
presentedin the next section,substantiatedthispattern.Certaindifficulties
with derivingkey distancefromsharedchordsmay be identified,however
(for example,the close tie betweenparallelmajorand minor keys which
share relativelyfew chords).The next section of this articlepresentsan
alternativeapproachto accountingfor key distancebasedon the hierarchy
of stabilityof singletones.
Tosummarizeupto thispoint,thesestudieshaveinvestigatedtheinternal
representationof musicalstructurefor both singletones and for chords.In
both cases,a principleof within-levelorganizationemerged,describedas a
hierarchyof dominanceof certainelementsoverothers.Thishierarchywas
reflectedin a number of differentempiricalmeasures,includingdirect
ratingsof how well individualelementsfollowed key-definingcontexts,
averagerelatednessjudgmentsand temporalasymmetriesin relatedness
judgments,and the accuracyof memoryfor elementsembeddedin tonal
contexts.Forboth tones and chords,a centralcompactclusterof musical
elementsmost centralto the key was found, with other elementsmore
distantfromthis coreandfromeachother.In additionto thishorizontalor
within-levelstructure,stronginterlevelinfluenceswere evident.Both key
membershipand membershipin significantchords within keys were reflectedin the resultsfor single tones. Structuralrelationsbetweenchords
weregovernedby harmonicfunctionsof chordsin differentkeys,andthese
associationswerefoundto dependsystematicallyon interkeydistanceand
to be modifiedby the contextin whichthe chordswereembedded.
These results argue, first of all, that listenershave abstractedcertain
underlyingprinciplesof the functioningof tonesandchordswithinmusical
keys.This knowledgeof tonal functionsis used duringlisteningto encode
and rememberthe individualelements,mediatingthe perceptionof the
associationsbetweenelementsandproducinga senseof coherencebetween
elementspresentedovertime.Second,the resultsarguethatinvariantpropertiesat thelevelsof singletonesandchordsareunlikelyto be identifiedthat
do not makereferenceto tonal structure.In otherwords,the psychological
processesengagedduringmusic listeningextend well beyondthe sensory
registrationof physicalpropertiesof the musicalelementsand relations
derivablefromthesephysicalproperties.A significantcognitivecomponent
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is necessarilyinvolvedin which the listenermakes referenceto a highly
structuredsystemof knowledgeabouttonalfunctions.
PsychologicalRepresentationof MusicalKeys
The last sectiondescribeda numberof effectson the perceptionof chord
functionsthatrelatedto interkeydistance.Thissectionpresentsthe derivation of a quantitativemeasureof the relatednessbetweenmusicalkeys, or
abstracttonal centers, and describesa few other relatedresults. Music
theoristshave identifiedvariousfeaturesof keys that determinethe ease
with whicha modulationbetweenkeysmaybe achieved;this maybe taken
as a rough measureof interkeydistance.It is fairlywidely acceptedthat
distancesbetweenmajorkeys can be representedby the circleof fifthson
whichneighboringkeys arethose with tonics separatedby an intervalof a
fifth.Theseneighboringkeys also shareall but one scalestep and theirkey
signaturesdifferonlyin termsof one sharpor flat.
Addingthe minorkeysintroducescertainproblemsbecauseeverymajor
key is closely associatedwith two differentminor keys, the relativeand
parallelminors.Necessarily,then,everyminorkeyis closelyassociatedwith
two differentmajorkeys, and thesemajorkeys arenot locatednext to one
anotheron the circleof fifths.This makesit impossibleto simplyadd the
minor keys to the circle of fifthsrepresentationfor majorkeys. Also, no
singlefactoror combinationof factors,suchas sharedscaletones,difference
in keysignature,or sharedchords,seemto accountforthe apparentmusical
relationsbetweenmajorandminorkeys.
Thishas led Schoenberg(1969, pp. 20 and30) to proposean alternative
model of key relationships.In this model, the keys are located in a twodimensionalarrayarounda centralreferencekey.The configurationconsists of alternatingcolumns of major and minor keys. The keys within
columnsaresuchthatadjacentkeysareseparatedby fifths;thus,thevertical
dimensionincorporatesthe circleof fifths.In the horizontaldimensionthe
columnsof majorand minorkeys arelinedup so thatthe centralreference
majorkey is flankedby its relativeminoron one side andits parallelminor
on the other. Similarly,the centralreferenceminor key is flankedby its
relativeandparallelmajorkeys.
Krumhansland Kessler(1982) obtaineda similarconfiguration,shown
in Figure9, basedon empiricaldata.The basicdatain thisanalysiswerethe
ratingsof how well each chromatictone fit with key-definingelements,
shown in Figure 1 and discussedearlier.That these ratingscontaineda
distinctivekey-specificpatternsuggestedthatthesevaluesmightbe usedto
derivea mapof musicalkeys.Wearguedthatkeysarecloselyrelatedto the
extent that the individualmusicaltones have similarpositionswithin the
keys'dominancehierarchies.In otherwords, keys sharingprominentele-
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Fig. 9. The spatial configuration of interkey distances obtained from intercorrelating the
rating profiles and applying multidimensional scaling, from Krumhansl and Kessler. The
vertical edges are identified and the horizontal edges are also identified, giving a fourdimensional torus. The circle of fifths and parallel and relative relations are noted for
C major. (Copyright © 1982 by the American Psychological Association. Reprinted by
permission.)

ments are presumedto be closely related.The analysisconsistedof two
steps. In the first, a measureof distancebetween all possible keys was
scalingmethodwas applied
computed.In the second,the multidimensional
to the obtainedkeydistancemeasureto achievea graphicrepresentationof
structureat thelevelof keys.
To compute a measureof interkeydistancefor each pair of keys, the
ratingprofilesshown in Figure1 were shiftedto the appropriatereference
tone or tonic.Forexample,the D majorprofilewas takento be the C major
profile shifted up two half-steps. (The strong similarityfound between
transposedratingprofilesfor elementsdefiningdifferentkeys justifiesthis
procedure.)Then,to obtainthe distancemeasurefortwo keys,thevaluesof
the appropriatelyshiftedprofileswerecorrelated.Thisprocedureresultsin
a quantitativemeasure(a valuebetween - 1 and 1) of the similarityof the
two ratingprofilesfor all possiblepairsof majorandminorkeys.
These distance measureswere then analyzedusing multidimensional
scaling,which produceda solutionin four dimensions.This configuration
of points providedan excellentfit to the interkeydistancemeasures.The
pointswere locatedon the surfaceof a torus,which is a four-dimensional
surfacegeneratedby two circles (one in each of two dimensions).It is,
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however,locallytwo-dimensionalandcanbe depictedas a rectangle,shown
in Figure9, where it is understoodthat the opposite edges are identified.
Thatis, the two horizontaledgesareto be consideredthe same,andthe two
verticaledgesarelikewiseto be consideredthe same.
The resultingrepresentationof key distancepossesses many features
consistentwith qualitativeaccountsof key relationsgivenby musictheorists. In particular,the solution containsas a subsetSchoenberg's(1969)
map of majorand minorkeys. Everymajorkey is flankedby its neighbors
on the circle of fifths and by its relativeand parallelminors. The same
relationshipsare found for minor keys. Unlike Schoenberg'smodel, this
representationcontainsall twenty-fourmajorand minorkeys, and, moreover, enablesthe preciseevaluationof interkeydistance.For example,a
majorkey is found to be more closely tied to its relativethan its parallel
minorkey.Othercomparisonsof thissortcanreadilybe made.
Thisanalysisdemonstratesthata highlyregularandinterprétablemapof
key distancescan be obtainedfromempiricaldata.Moreover,it is notable
that the structurerelatingdifferentkeys can be deriveddirectlyfrom the
hierarchyof tonalstability.Thissuggeststhatthehierarchyitselfmaybe the
fundamentalunderlyingfeatureof tonal music, one that is generativeof
interkeyrelations.Evidenceforthe internalizationof thishierarchy,andthe
structuralfeaturesof tonal musicthat give emphasisto the hierarchyand
may facilitateits internalization,werenoted earlier.In this analysisis seen
the close tie betweentonal functionsat the level of single tones and the
relationsbetweenabstracttonalcenters.
An additionalanalysisof theratingprofileswas usedto derivechord-key
relations;the resultsarepresentedin Figure10. This analysisdetermineda
positionon the keyrepresentationfor chordsof fourdifferenttypes:major,
minor, diminished,and dominant seventh. The position obtained (see
Krumhansl& Kessler,1982, for details)shows the strengthof association
betweeneachtypeof chordandeachof the majorandminorkeys.The top
panelshowstheobtainedpositionfor a C majorchord(theanalogousresult
holds for any other majorchord).The majorchordis foundto be closely
associatedto all keys which contain it in the basic set of harmonies.The
middlepanelshowsthepositionof theA minorchordto be closeto the keys
in whichit functions,but drawnsomewhattowardits parallelmajorpossiblyreflectingthetendencyfortheminormodeto be dominatedbyits closely
associatedmajor modes. The dominantseventh chord on G and the B
diminishedchord,shownin the bottompanel,weregivenvirtuallyidentical
positions,supportingthe interpretationof the diminishedchordas a dominantseventhchordwith missingroot. Again,key membershipis evidentin
the obtainedsolution.Thatchord-keyrelationsmaybe derivedfromtheir
tonal hierarchiesagain suggeststhat the hierarchythat appliesto single
tonesmaybe fundamental.
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This analysismakesclearthe intimateconnectionbetweenchordfunctionsandkeystructurediscussedin the lastsection.Keyssharingchordsare
locatedclose to one anotherin the spatialconfiguration.Necessarily,then,
the perceivedassociationsbetweenchordsshould reflectthe distancebetweenthe keysin whichtheyfunction,a resultthatwas foundin both direct
relatednessjudgmentsand memoryconfusionsbetween chords. Certain
problemswere noted earlierwith the derivationof key structurefrom the
patternof interlockingchordfunctions.Wepreferthe view,then,that both
keystructureandchord-keyrelationsareconsequencesof the hierarchyof
structuralstabilitythat appliesto the set of chromatictonesin tonal music.
However,the threelevels, single tones, chords,and keys, are all strongly
interdependent.
Twootherempiricalresultssupportthe view thatlistenershaveinternalized musicalstructureat the level of abstracttonal centers,or keys. Key
distancehas been found to affectrecognitionmemoryfor transposedmelodic sequences.Cuddy,Cohen,and Miller(1979) showedbetterrecognition performancewhen the to-be-remembered
melodywas transposedto
the closely relateddominantkey than to the distantlyrelatedkey of the
tritone.Bartlettand Dowling(1980) showedthat the magnitudeof the key
distanceeffectwas independentof the musicalexperienceand age of the
listenersand the familiarityof the melody (althougheach of these factors
had a main effect).Thus, robust key distanceeffectshave been found in
termsof memoryperformance.
Finally,a second experimentdescribedin the Krumhansland Kessler
(1982) papertracedhow the senseof key developsand changesover time
harmonicsequences.Certainof thesesequencesconduringwell-structured
eithercloselyor distantlyrelatedmusicalkeys.
between
modulations
tained
Ratingprofileswereobtainedaftereachsuccessivechordof the sequences,
whichwere then correlatedwith the ratingprofilesfor strongkey-defining
elements(Figure1) to assessthe strengthof eachpossiblekeyinterpretation
at eachpoint in time.Differenceswerefoundbetweenthe close and distant
modulations.Forthe close modulations,as soon as a chordin the new key
was soundedthe senseof the new keywas strongerthanimpliedby the last
heardchordin isolation.Fordistantmodulations,the senseof the new key
was achievedonly laterin the sequence.Apparently,listenersareprepared
forshiftsto closely,butnot distantly,relatedkeys.Inaddition,introduction
of a new, distantlyrelatedkey tendedto suppressthe senseof the firstkey
morethandid theintroductionof a new,morecloselyrelatedkey.
Thesefindingssuggestthat listenersintegrateinformationover the successivechordsof the sequences,dynamicallygeneratinghypothesesabout
likelykeyregionsthroughinterpretingthechordsin theirmultipleharmonic
roles.Berry(1976) notes that the dual or multiplemeaningsof harmonies
are fundamentalto tonal music, reflecting"the depth of tonal-harmonic
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Fig. 10. The relations between the C major, A minor, and B diminished chords and the 24
keys are shown in the top, middle, and bottom panels, respectively,as derivedfrom the rating
profiles by Krumhansl and Kessler. Each chord's harmonic functions in the keys are indicated. The dominant seventh chord on G (not shown) was located in approximately the same
position as the B diminished chord. (Copyright © 1982 by the American Psychological
Association. Reprinted by permission.)
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meanings,and ... the way harmonyis heardin tonal music"(pg. 67). The
processingof thesemultipleharmonicfunctionsis supportedby an internal
representationin which each chordis closely associatedwith the various
keysin whichit functions,and keyssharingchordsareperceivedas closely
related.Throughreferenceto this knowledgesystem,the listeneris able to
achievean initialkey interpretation,and to assimilatemodulationsto new
keys, particularlythose that are closely related.This processresultsin a
senseof coherencethroughoutharmonicsequenceswith considerablesurface complexityand allows the apprehensionof more global aspects of
musicalstructure.
Conclusions
The psychologicalliteraturereviewedhererepresentsan initialattempt
to understandthe kindsof internalrepresentationsand processesinvolved
in listeningto tonal music. The resultsprovidea quantitative,structural
descriptionof the kinds of knowledgelistenershave about fundamental
aspectsof tonal organization.In particular,thereis evidencefor an articulatedknowledgesystemabouttheinterrelationsbetweentonesandbetween
chordsas they are used in tonal music. Moreover,these relationsconsistentlyreflecttheinternalizationof keystructure.Thisknowledgesystemhas
bothwithin-levelandbetween-levelfeatures.A commonwithin-levelorganizationalprinciplewas found for single tones and chords: a tonalityspecifichierarchywith particularelementsdominatingoverothers.Certain
elementsare most centralin each of these domains,with other elements
moredistantlyrelatedbothto thecentralcoreandto eachother.Inaddition,
within-levelstructurein eachof thethreedomains(tones,chords,andkeys)
was found to be intimatelytied to structurein other domains.These between-levelassociationsare, thus, generativeof structurewithin each domain, and in them residethe connectionsbetweenmelodicand harmonic
organizationand between the musical elementsactuallysounded and a
systemof interrelatedkeyregions.
In additionto providingan analysisof the listeners'knowledgeof fundamentalprinciplesunderlyingtonalmusic,it is hopedthatthepresentarticle
conveysa sense of the psychologicalissues relatedto the study of music
perception.It was suggestedthat psychophysical-sensorydescriptionsof
the processesin musicperceptionare necessarilyincomplete,and specificallymusicalfeaturesmust be consideredin additionto generalprinciples
of perceptualorganization.The emergingview is one in which cognitive
processesaresignificantlyinvolved.Listenersapparentlymakereferenceto
knowledgeof the regularitiesunderlyingmusicwithin theirexperienceto
interpretthe incomingsensoryinformation.Moreover,the memoryrepresentationfor musicalevents is coded in termsof this framework.It was
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suggestedthat the sense of coherenceachievedduringlistening,and the
generationof expectanciesare also productsof this knowledgesystem.
Possibly,also, engagingthese same cognitivestructuresand processesis a
largecomponentof the aestheticresponseto music.
Thisarticlewas alsointendedto describecertainexperimentalmethodologies and analytictechniquesavailableto psychologists.Theiravailability
has led to the choice of certainexperimentaldesignsand may have even
guidedthe selectionof the particularresearchquestionin some cases,possiblylimitingthe scope of the investigations.However,the methodsrepresentedherehavequitegeneralapplicability,andcouldbe usedto investigate
a varietyof issues,suchas theperceptualeffectsof differentchordinversions
or tuningsystems,or thewayin whichlistenersrespondto musicalstructure
in otherstylesor cultures.Moreover,the experimentalapproach,which is
directedat achievingdetailed,quantitativedescriptionsof psychological
processes,has certainadvantages.A degreeof precisionis possible that
cannotbe achievedthroughqualitative,verbalaccounts.The quantitative
measuresenablethe investigatorto evaluatethe strengthof any particular
effectobserved.More importantly,once quantitativemeasureshave been
obtained,a varietyof analytictechniquesare availablefor the discoveryof
structureunderlyingcomplex sets of data. These techniquesgreatly facilitate the isolation of basic psychologicalcomponentsand organizational principles.Reducingthe set of observationsto a form that may
be more readilyunderstoodgreatlyfacilitatesthe developmentof models
andtheories.
Finally,the resultsdescribedgenerallysupportthe kindsof psychological
processespresumedby somemusictheoriststo beoperatingduringlistening
to traditionalWesternmusic.Theseinvestigationssubstantiatecertainfundamentalprinciplesgoverningtonal musicidentifiedin musictheory.The
descriptiveframeworkof experimentalpsychologyextends these musicof the perception
theoreticaccountsby providingprecisecharacterizations
of musicalorganization.Thesedescriptionsserveto highlightthe psychologicallysalientfeaturesthat governstructureat differentlevelsof organibetweenlevels.Empiricalstudiesmay,
zationandtherichinterdependencies
in addition,be able to explicatethe dynamiccharacterof perceptualprocessesoperatingovertime. Certaingeneralcognitive-perceptual
principles
and capacitiesmay also be found to emergethat applyto music of other
culturesandmorerecentstylesof Westernmusic,whosetheoreticaldescription is at presentlesswell-developed.1

1. The preparation of this article and much of the research reported here was supported
by a grant from the National Science Foundation (BNS-81-03570) to the author.
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